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Introduction

The 21st century workplace places a heavy emphasis on competence in STEM disciplines, but unfortunately the US is lagging behind a number of the advanced countries in STEM competency at all levels. Therefore, more effective methods need to be developed for students to gain a deeper understanding and develop better problem solving skills through middle school and high school education. Among the ways STEM education can be made more interesting and relevant is by tying it to real-world problems and incorporating active design and engineering principles in to the learning process. We have created the Challenge-based Collaborative Community-centered STEM (C³STEM) learning environment, where students collaborate to solve challenging real-world problems. The project incorporates modeling and simulation activities with the Computational Thinking through Simulation and Modeling (CTSiM) environment to help students learn fundamental STEM concepts. Students build visual models of vehicles and traffic operations then simulate their models through model transformations and execution with the NetLogo simulation engine. In this paper, we present measures and a preliminary analysis to assess the evolution of students’ CTSiM programs/models in the C³STEM project. In C³STEM, students progress from individual vehicle models to building more advanced traffic flow models through city streets and intersections. By building and refining these models, students learn science curriculum fundamentals and mathematical modeling principles, while applying them to real-world contexts.

Some of the more well-known comparison metrics, such as the bag of words score and abstract syntax tree edit distance, allow us to assign a similarity score between each version of a student’s model and the expert model, which is not made available to the students. However, students can compare their model behaviors with the expert model behaviors. Tracking model changes over time allows us to better understand the evolution of students’ approach to the modeling and simulation tasks, as well as their understanding of physics, mathematics, and computational thinking constructs. Further, detecting errors in student models facilitates automated scaffolding of the student’s learning of computational thinking skills and domain specific knowledge.

Background

C³STEM incorporates two core learning environments based on modeling and simulation: CTSiM (Computational Thinking in Simulation and Model-Building) for micro-level modeling of vehicle and traffic operation, and C²SuMo (Cloud-based, Collaborative, Scaled-up Modelling environment) for macro-level modeling using a Google Maps interface along with the high-fidelity Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) traffic simulator for macro-level simulation. Students start with CTSiM to learn how traffic operates at the micro level, focusing on concepts including acceleration/deceleration, individual car behavior at a stop sign, and behavior of multiple cars at an intersection with stoplights. CTSiM provides a visual modeling and simulation environment
that has been employed to design a progression of C³STEM micro-level modeling units: basic mechanics (focusing on the relationship between position, velocity, and acceleration), driver behavior (focusing on how driver’s can estimate the extent of gaps in oncoming traffic to perform unprotected left turns, see Figure 1), and intersection behavior (focusing on traffic flow and the effects of stoplights at an intersection). After these CTSiM modeling and simulation activities, students work collaboratively to solve a challenge problem to improve traffic flow with SUMO, which abstracts away the basic kinematics modeling but can simulate large traffic flows on real (GIS) maps of local roads.

For students to succeed in these complex modeling and simulation activities requires significant scaffolding, currently provided in the C³STEM project by the researchers. However, to scale up the usage of C³STEM in full classrooms requires automating some of the scaffolding within the learning environment itself. In this paper, we present the first step towards this dynamic scaffolding by demonstrating automated methods to measure and analyze the student’s progress in model design and revision. This work is based on extending techniques for analyzing code in more traditional programming environments. In particular, researchers have used a bag-of-words-based metric and analysis of abstract syntax tree (AST) changes to assess the similarity of code segments as students learn to program. We use techniques derived from both of these methods to analyze behavior in our visual programming environment.

Modeling

Being able to analyze a student’s progression of models as they work on a unit is an important first step in understanding their difficulties and then scaffolding their learning. The Bag of Words (BoW) approach determines if the student’s model has the same building blocks as the expert model, while the Tree Edit Distance (TED) measure can describe the extent to which the blocks are correctly aligned to produce a model corresponding to the expert model.

We define the bag of words for a model as the set of block names that exist in the abstract syntax
tree of the student’s model. Using Figure 2 as an example, the bag consists of \{\text{set, position, plus, position, times, velocity, } \Delta t\}. From this we have defined a model accuracy measure based on the BoW approach. First, we calculate a percentage correct score, which describes how many of the blocks in the expert model are also in the student’s model as shown in equation 1. Next, we calculate a normalized incorrectness score, which describes how many extraneous blocks the model has with respect to the number of blocks required in the correct model, which is shown in equation 2. Finally, the BoW measure combines these two scores as a distance metric. To calculate this BoW distance measure, the correctness and incorrectness scores are used as dimensions in a two-dimensional vector (i.e. <\text{percentCorrect}, \text{normalizedIncorrect}>). By this definition the expert model is located at <1, 0> and the BoW distance measure is then the Euclidean distance between the student’s model and the expert model.

\[
\text{percentCorrect} = \frac{|\text{student} \cap \text{expert}|}{|\text{expert}|} 
\]

\[
\text{normalizedIncorrect} = \frac{|\text{student}| - |\text{student} \cap \text{expert}|}{|\text{expert}|} 
\]

![Figure 2: Example expert AST](image)

![Figure 3: Example Student AST](image)

The second technique for analyzing students’ models is based on the edit distance between abstract syntax tree representations. This measure defines the distance between two models as the number of operations (node renaming, insertion, and deletion) that must be performed on the abstract syntax tree in order to convert one model to another. This measure places an emphasis on how blocks are combined to produce the model. Figure 4 illustrates the results of applying each of these measures for comparing the example models in Figure 2 and 3.

In general, there are several ways to construct correct (and behaviorally equivalent) models. Therefore, additional transformations could be applied to achieve a canonical form of the models or the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bag of Words Percent Correct</td>
<td>$\frac{6}{7} = 0.857$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag of Words Normalized Incorrect</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{7} = 0.143$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag of Words distance</td>
<td>$\sqrt{(1 - 0.857)^2 + (0 - 0.143)^2} = 0.202$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Edit Distance</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4: Various metrics for comparing Figure 2 and 3](image)
modeling language and task can be designed such that there are only a small number ways to construct the correct behavior. For example, \( a > b \) and \( b < a \) will operate exactly the same, but their AST representations are different. In C^3STEM units, the modeling language for each is sufficiently targeted to the domain that we can easily construct a canonical form of the models in the AST representation.

**Analysis and Discussion**

Data was collected from seven high school students working on a series of C^3STEM units during an internship at Vanderbilt University. In this section, we analyze data from two students working on the second unit to illustrate the complementary aspects of the two measures defined in the previous section. In this unit, students modeled a car making an unprotected left turn, including estimating the time available for turning in a gap between oncoming cars and comparing this to the time required to make the turn.

The results for Student B’s model in this unit are presented in Figures 5 and 7. As shown by the BoW measure in Figure 5, the student had all of the correct building blocks for the “Go” procedure by their 11\(^{th}\) revision of the model. However, the TED measure (Figure 7) shows that their model was still not correctly completed. This discrepancy indicates that while the student had the correct blocks in their model a number of them were not correctly ordered or nested. In this case, the problem was an incorrectly nested conditional block, which student B corrected in his penultimate model revision by moving the entire nested conditional block out one level, exactly matching the expert model. Another example illustrating the complementary use of these two measures is Student E’s work on this unit. This student got close to the correct set of blocks, as indicated by the BoW measure (Figure 6), about a third of the way through his revisions and fluctuated close to this level for most of the rest of his work on the unit. However, the TED measure (Figure 8) illustrates that the student was primarily rearranging the existing blocks and, in fact, generally causing his model to diverge further from the expert model (indicated by the frequent and mostly increasing changes in TED but less frequent and smaller changes in BoW).

In general, there are several possibilities for what happens to the TED and BoW measures when
a change is made to the model. One possibility is that TED and BoW both decrease (i.e., both indicate that the model has gotten closer to the expert model), which means that an incorrect block was removed or a correct block was added to its correct location (while the reverse is indicated if both measures increase). Another option is that TED increases and BoW decreases, which points to a block that belongs in the model being inserted in the wrong location. When BoW remains constant but TED increases or decreases, it indicates that a block was moved either from a correct to incorrect location or an incorrect to correct location, respectively. With these relationships, we can classify edits and scaffold student activity based on their edits and patterns in their edits.

**Future Work**

Future work will include integrating dynamic scaffolding informed by these measures into the modeling environment. For example, if the student is going further and further away from the expert model, the system can guide students in the right direction, and provide advice on fixing incorrect portions of the model. Sometimes, the feedback module can play a more active role for students who are struggling by pointing to blocks in the model code that are unnecessary for the current procedure. Future data collection will also provide evidence for the range of editing patterns that occur during student modeling in C3STEM and their relationship to the metrics discussed in this paper.
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